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Keratoacanthoma is an epithelial neoplasm occurring on the sun exposed skin of elderly persons. It usually presents as solitary flesh colored nodule with central keratin plug and is characterized by rapid growth followed by spontaneous regression in weeks to months. We present a 45 year old male with keratoacanthoma on forehead present for a long time with recent rapid increase in growth following trauma.
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Keratoacanthoma is an exophytic epithelial growth which appears clinically as sharply demarcated keratotic nodule, it is characterized by rapid growth and spontaneous regression with residual scarring. It is considered benign growth but evidence is accumulating in favor of a low grade squamous cell carcinoma. There are various types of keratoacanthomas which include the solitary and the multiple forms of keratoacanthoma. The solitary forms of keratoacanthoma are most commonly seen in middle aged individual on the sun exposed areas of hair bearing skin. However the entire evolution of the lesion usually span from weeks to months. The persistence of keratoacanthoma for a very long time followed by a late spurt in growth has not been reported previously in literature.

CASE REPORT

A forty-five years old male presented to the Dermatology clinic of King Fahad Medical City, Riyadh with nodular growth on the forehead near the left eyebrow of 20 years duration. The growth had shown a recent rapid increase in growth following a blunt trauma to the lesion about a year ago. On examination, the growth was skin colored and the margins were well demarcated, figure 1.

On the initial assessment of the patient, we did not take pre-biopsy photographs of the lesion as we were concerned for patient's condition. However, we took the photographs only after seeing the histopathology assessment because it was a unique presentation.
The center of the nodule showed a crater like depression filled with brownish thick material. The nodule was non-tender and firm without any infiltration of the surrounding skin. There was no evidence of dermatoheliosis.

Histologically, the lesion demonstrates a cup shaped invagination of squamous epithelium with abundant cytoplasm surrounding a central crater of parakeratotic and hyperkeratotic material. The lesion extends deep into the dermis, figure 2.
DISCUSSION

The term keratoacanthoma was coined by Freudenthal in 1940 in view of considerable acanthosis seen on the histopathological examination. Keratoacanthoma is a common neoplasm seen mainly on the photo exposed portions of body as solitary growth with central keratin filled plug. The tumor is characterized by rapid growth in the proliferative stage followed by spontaneous regression. It is regarded as an immunologically well controlled low grade squamous cell carcinoma. The aggressive transformation to neural and vascular invasion and metastases to regional lymph nodes is frequently seen in older patients and the immunocompromised. The rare variants of keratoacanthomas are seen in both solitary and multiple forms of keratoacanthoma. Keratoacanthoma of solitary form includes the subungual, mucosal, giant and keratoacanthoma centrifugum marginatum; the multiple type of keratoacanthoma includes multiple self healing keratoacanthoma of Ferguson smith, multiple eruptive Keratoacanthoma of Grzybowski type. Multiple keratoacanthoma are seen in an autosomal dominant genodermatosis Muir-Torre syndrome and in familial keratoacanthoma of Witten and Zak. The solitary keratoacanthoma begins as a macule and shows rapid growth in the proliferative stage, may reach a size of 30 mm in 6-8 weeks; in the next stage it maintains the crater form shape filled with keratin plug and finally it is followed by spontaneous resolution with expulsion of keratin plug leaving a atrophic hypopigmented scar. The entire process from origin to spontaneous resolution usually takes about 4-9 months.

The etiology of the lesion is uncertain, but UV light, viruses, chemical carcinogens, and immunosuppressive drugs have been suggested as contributory factors. Keratoacanthoma of oral cavity and lips in the Middle East is known to occur in smokers of “Shisha” and “Goza” which contains a mixture of crude tobacco fermented with molasses and fruits.

CONCLUSION

The solitary keratoacanthoma on the forehead of this patient was unusual due to a persistence of this tumor for almost two decades and followed by a late proliferative growth phase. This unique presentation has not been reported previously in literature.
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